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Subject Area Committee Name : SOCIOLOGY 

Outcome Being Assessed (Critical Thinking, Written Communication, or 

Quantitative Literacy): Written Communication  

Contact Person:  

Name e-mail 

Jamee Kristen jamee.kristen@pcc.edu 

 

Narrative 
 
Why did your SAC choose to participate in MSC?   
Generally our SAC supports moving toward College/LAC streamlined assessment for accreditation with a 
focus on GenEd courses. We see the MSC as a step toward achieving that goal. MSC participation also 
allows us to focus on full faculty participation in assessment since Written Communication is mapped to 
all SOC courses. Moreover, in the spring term, the Sociology SAC created a sociology-specific adaptation 
of the VALUE rubric for Written Communication and this project is providing us with an opportunity to 
test that adaptation as a tool helpful for assignment design. 
 
What does your SAC hope to learn from the project? 
Whether we can achieve full faculty participation and whether faculty experience assignment design 
with an emphasis on a sociology specific rubric (adapted from the VALUE rubric) as useful for improving 
student learning generally and written communication in sociology more specifically. We expect the 
College to use the data to assess PCC student achievement of written communication generally. 
 
What are your SAC’s plans for the data when it becomes available next fall?  How do you hope to use 
the information to improve student learning? 
The data will be understood to provide a snapshot of PCC student achievement of writing generally and 
not necessarily as a reflection of the writing students may learn in sociology courses (particularly since 
students included may be in their first/only sociology course and artifacts may be collected at any point 
in the term, including the beginning of the term, which means they may have very limited sociology 
instruction at assessment). Nevertheless, based on the data, we will consider how, as sociology faculty, 
we can strengthen instruction in sociology courses to better teach students to write in ways appropriate 
to sociology. While we see this as an opportunity for data-driven curricular intervention in sociology, we 
also expect the College to consider supporting broader initiatives to improve student writing across 
programs (including DE).  
 
 
Continued, next page. 
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Background Information 
Which courses (e.g., SOC 204, BI 211) are artifacts being selected from?  
Artifacts will be selected from all sociology courses with a SOC prefix with the exceptions of gerontology 
courses taught by gerontology faculty and the Illumination Project course taught during winter term. 
This specifically excludes SOC 214B, 223, 230, 231, 232, 234. Because she is a sociology instructor (and 
not gerontology), we do plan to include Brittanie Roberts’ SOC 232 section (17203-UPDATE – this course 
was canceled due to low enrollment). Cross-listed SOC 221 is included, but PS 221 and ECON 221 are 
not. Currently 38 CRNs are included in the sampling frame. This may shift with course cancelations for 
winter term.  
 

What process is in place to gather artifacts from the courses you have chosen?  
 

X All instructors teaching the course(s) from which artifacts are gathered will contribute artifacts. 

 A representative sample  of instructors in terms of full / part -time status and in-person 
/ distance learning modality will contribute artifacts.  

 A voluntary group of instructors will contribute artifacts.  
 
(Note that volunteer sample groups inherently introduce bias to the process.  Sometimes they are 
unavoidable, however, depending on the degree of instructor involvement in the assessment process 
within a given SAC.)   
 

End of Planning Section!  Complete the next portion in the 
spring of 2017 after assessments have occurred. 
 

How did your SAC determine which instructors were going to participate in MSC? 
All instructors were expected to participate by contributing artifacts from every section they taught in 
Winter term. After a few course cancelations, 35 course sections were offered and included in the 
original sampling frame. Of the 35, artifacts were contributed from 33 sections. Fifteen faculty 
participated – 9 PT faculty and all 6 FT faculty. Two part-time faculty declined to participate. 
 

What type(s) of assignments are the artifacts? (E.g., a paper (note 3 page 
minimum for Written Communication or Critical Thinking) , exam, project, or 
other. Note that team projects are not eligible.)  
 
All assignments were papers. 

 
Did faculty use a shared, common assignment, or did assignments vary?  
 
Faculty were welcome to collaborate, but there was no common assignment. A common assignment 
would be inappropriate in the discipline of sociology. 
 

Please provide a description of your SAC’s process for ensuring that the 
assignment was likely to elicit evidence of student attainment for a majority of 
the selected VALUE rubric’s elements.  (If faculty attended an assignment design 
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workshop, which one(s) and who attended? If assignment design was carried out 
by the SAC, how did that work?) 
 
Our SAC has been working with these rubrics and the MSC for a few years now. This year, we conducted 
an in-house assignment design workshop in October where faculty brought copies of their assignment 
and we went over the MSC process, deadlines, and the Written Communication rubric.  
 
In Spring 2016, the Sociology SAC developed a sociology version of the Written Communication rubric 
that helped to translate the generic language into what we deem to be appropriate for Sociology. We 
provided faculty with copies and an explanation of that rubric as well. 
 
Andrew Butz, PT faculty who received the PCC training in the Written Communication rubric, and Jamee 
Kristen, Sociology assessment lead, led the workshop and were available assist faculty during the Fall as 
they finalized their assignments.  
 
 
  

 

 


